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Design: greutmann bolzern

Mobile tables for  
f lexible communication.

The many different varieties of face-to-face communica-
tion in enterprises require mobile table systems, quickly 
responding to each new situation. n_table accomplishes 
this end optimally, featuring very easy handling, a quick 
change of configurations with little effort, extremely 
space-saving storage, ample leg room, an intelligent 
integration of technology and sophisticated accessories.

Conclusion: n_table offers a maximum of comfort and 
mobility combined with contemporary design for modern 
office architecture.



Creating the perfectly suitable table configuration 
in just a few minutes: n_table is movable through  
(lockable) castors, thus permitting the quick and 
easy rearrangement of configurations. Various  
applications such as conferences, seminars, meetings, 
workshops, presentations, or training courses can  
thus be rearranged in no time at all.

On request, quick linking devices are available, en-
suring a flush and safe linking of the tables to com-
pensate any floor unevenness, for example. Tables 
not needed for the moment can be “parked” and 
stored with tops folded up to save space.

Park and Go.



Rich in detail.
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Optional.

Modesty panels 
folding up together 
with top.
Optional equipment.

Lateral or cross linking.
On request, the tables can be  
provided with quick linking 
device.

Horizontal and  
vertical cable channel.
Already integrated in basic 
version. Invisible cable guides 
from table to table.

Patent folding mechanism.
With gas spring for safe and 
smooth folding of the table top.

Optional electric cabling.
Easy plug-in above table top level.

Folding table top.
Can be operated with 
one hand.
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Overview

Example of possible arrangements

C-leg table T-leg table

SeminarConference Presentation Meeting Training Congress

Table height Parking position C-leg tables Parking position T-leg tables 

Ellipse table T-leg

Rectangular table C-leg

Quarter-round table  T-legRectangular table T-leg

Trapezoidal table C-leg Half round table C-leg

Table tops
choice of laminate (MFC) or HPL top with seamless, moisture 
resistant laser edge (ABS edge), veneered with laminated wood 
edge, or compact top. Stained wood surfaces. Folding table top. 
Folding mechanism with gas spring, released by a star handle un-
derneath the top. Vertically tilted tops allow space saving storage.

Frame
Depending on the shape of the top available with C-leg or T-leg. 
Frame powder-coated aluminium, cantilever foot of polished alu- 

minium. Silver coloured twin wheel castors Ø 75 mm. 2 castors 
lockable at user’s side (at side of handle), 2 castors opposite, 
not lockable.

Optional
Modesty panel, height 320 mm: perforated sheet steel, pivoting 
mounted, powder-coated. Quick-linking device: plastic, 2 linking 
devices per table side needed for lateral or cross linking. Cross 
linking is not possible for C-leg table width 600 and 700 mm 
combined with modesty panel.

Electric cabling
Horizontal and vertical cable channel powder-coated metal. In-
visible cable guides from table to table through lateral plastic 
cable release. Colour of cable release: silver with eloxal-silver 
frame, otherwise black. Rectangular cable grommet: metal, 
powder-coated, with flap.

Important note
We recommend the use of linking devices for table configurations, 
otherwise the table tops may not be level if the floor is uneven.

Features:



Perfect Partners.
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D-97080 Würzburg
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wuerzburg@wiesner-hager.com

NL-6102 BJ Echt
Houtstraat 32 H
T +31 (475) 41 02 22
F +31 (475) 41 00 90
benelux@wiesner-hager.com

F-67201 Eckbolsheim
13, rue Ettore Bugatti
T +33 (3) 88 59 90 90
F +33 (3) 88 59 90 89
france@wiesner-hager.com

UK: Wiesner-Hager Ltd.
Fourth Floor
104-110 Goswell Road
London
EC1V 7DH
T +44 (20) 7490 3627
london@wiesner-hager.com

CZ-150 00 Praha 5
Drtinova 557/10
T +420 271 730 444
praha@wiesner-hager.com

Certified acc. to:
ISO 9001, ISO 14001 
and ISO 14025

www.wiesner-hager.com
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Directly to your mobile phone!
The hardest quality check  

of all time: Try Hard 2.0
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